IATA GLOBAL TRAINING CONFERENCE 2022

TRAINING FOR A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITIES

Ponte de Sor, Portugal
12-15 October
and online event

With thanks to our Hosts
IATA Training was established in 1972, and this year marks the IATA Training’s 50th Anniversary. We are honoured to celebrate this significant milestone together with the Portugal Air Summit (PAS), looking into a world of opportunities for every onsite and online participant.

The IATA Global Training Conference (GTC) is a confluence of leading aviation learning and development professionals. It brings together IATA Training Partners for interactive sessions and exchange of the ideas shaping training in aviation and related industries and supporting building a pipeline of aviation professionals.

In the 2022 edition we will be focussing on the post-pandemic needs of the industry. An executive overview of the industry facing skills shortage, challenges of attracting new talent, will be followed by looking at trends and innovation in the learning, the impact of technologies like Artificial Intelligence as well a move towards competency-based training.

Dr. Dominik Rus will deliver the keynote address ‘The Secret Code to Learning: Looking at L&D Through a Lens of Innovation’. Noted author Donald Clark (Artificial Intelligence for Learning) will share his thoughts on ‘AI Changes Learning forever!’. UNWTO (United Nations World Tourism Organization) will also lead a session and provide their views on innovation and skills requirements in the travel and tourism industry!
GTC at a Glance

Training for a World of Opportunities

Tuesday 11 October
GTC Welcome Cocktails

Wednesday 12 October
Opening ceremonies with Portugal Air Summit (PAS)
The secret code to learning: Looking at L&D through a lens of innovation
The executive perspective on skills shortage, attracting new talent, learning culture
Innovation in teaching
Passengers with disabilities
Sustainability in aviation: What, how and why?

Thursday 13 October
Robotics, artificial intelligence & innovation
AI changes learning forever!
CBTA: Competency Based Training & Assessment
Strategic safety and security in innovation and digitalization
Learning, experience, design: How to create effective learning that works

Gala Dinner with Awards Ceremony

Friday 14 October
Innovation & skills for the post-pandemic travel trade
Safety leadership: Experiential learning
EBT evidence based training

Saturday 15 October
Balloon Ride*

*subject to weather conditions